PROPS
All props in the show are easy to find everyday items or common items in the theater.
PROP TABLE
A property table should be located off-stage and
organized by labeling props by the scene it is used in
and by which character handles the prop. This ensures
that props are present in the same location before every
performance and are easily accessible to the actors for
their usage. Organize the prop table with masking tape
by making a grid on the table and labeling each prop
accordingly.

FESTIVAL SIGNS
Signs for the festival in Scene 1 & 3 should be pre-painted
before the production. In Scene 1, have the ensemble mime
with dry paint brushes and poster board the action of painting
signs.

TOWN DECORATIONS
Party decorations from any occasion will fit: paper
streamers, christmas lights, paper lanterns. Use fake
flowers for durability.

MAP
Create an old map feel by using craft paper from the hobby
store and rolling both ends together.

OVERSIZED FAN
Find large feathers at the hobby store and attach them
together at the base or to a long stick.

SIMPLE TUNE SONG
Take any oversized hard cover children’s story book and cover
it with paper, clearly labeling the outside “A Simple Tune”

PROP SUGGESTIONS
Scene 1: Melody Meadows
Large medieval skeleton key (Maiden Melody)
Polish can: paint bucket labeled “polish” (Radical Rhythm)
Festival Decorations (ensemble)
Flowers
Poster boards:
“Music Reigns Forever More!”
“Courageous Clef, Our Hero!”
Paint brushes
Holiday lights
Clipboard or notebook: on back cover “1001 Ways to Conquer a Kingdom” (Breathmark)
Scene 2: Sorcerer’s Lair
Silencing potion: a vial or bottle with bright green liquid or green glitter (Sorcerer and henchman)
Scene 3: Melody Meadows
Poster boards from Scene 1 (ensemble)
River fabric
Cups (all)
Scene 4: A Forest Patch - Across the River
none
Scene 5: The Solo of Soul’s Lair
Clothes, clothespins (Solo of Soul, Stocky)
Laundry basket (Solo of Soul and Stocky)
Chest (Stocky, Solo of Soul)
Random items in the Chest: football, rubber chicken, etc.Solo of Soul)
Map (Solo of Soul, Maiden Melody)
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PROPS
All props in the show are easy to find everyday items or common items in the theater.

PROP SUGGESTIONS (cont’d)
Scene 6: The Desert of Doo-Wop
Cup (Low E, Doo Wop 1)
Map (Maiden Melody)
Scene 7: On the road
Map (Maiden Melody)
Scene 8: Sorcerer’s Lair
Oversized fan (Breathmark)
Playing cards (Eighth Rest and Half Rest)
Scene 9: Orange Ocean of Opera
Map (Maiden Melody)
Shepherd's cane for Tangy Error
Scene 10: On the road
Map (Maiden Melody)
Scene 11: Terrible Terrain of Tango
Map (Maiden Melody)
Silencing Potion (Half-Rest/Eighth Rest)
Scene 12: Castle of Composition
Microphone (Composer of Ahhs)
Fabric that hides the Wizard
Map (Maiden Melody)
Simple Tune Music (Composer of Ahhs, Maiden Melody)
Scene 13: Melody Meadows
Simple Tune Music (Maiden Melody)
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